
Centre Vimont is located at 5555 avenue Decelles (between boul. Édouard_Montpetit and Chemin de la Côte Sainte_Catherine).   (3200 Chemin de la Côte Sainte-Catherine is the mailing address)

A - By cab - from the Airport

Centre Vimont is part of Collège Jean_de_Brébeuf complex (the school is no more a Jesuit school but was run by the Jesuits for many years).

The best thing for you would be to take a cab from the airport; you should change money at the airport; ask for some change:  2$ coins and 1$ coins.  The taxi fare should be around 25$ _ tip about 15% (which is 3$).

Centre Vimont is located at 5555 avenue Decelles (between boul. Édouard_Montpetit and Chemin de la Côte Sainte_Catherine).   (3200 Chemin de la Côte Sainte-Catherine is the mailing address)

With that indication, the cab should find the place.
At the entrance of a parking lot , there is a sign with 5 or 6 addresses: 5555:  Centre Vimont.
(there is a booth with a watchman normally _ the taxi should tell that he goes to Centre Vimont (je vais au Centre Vimont), the taxi should go straight, then a turn on the left; do not go between the buildings, but on your right, go along the big building (5 story building); the entrance is in the middle of the building;
you ring and wait;  after 5 minutes, if nobody shows, ring gently again.  In case of rain, you are under "a roof" that offers you some protection.

Should the taxi have problem, ask him to leave you at Pavillon Lalemant:  5625 avenue de Celles,
and ask for Centre Vimont _ the Jesuit residence; they should be able to give you useful indications.

The superior is Joseph_A. Payeur.  The minister is Gilles Langevin. The guestmaster is Pierre Ringuet (he has no e_mail).

At any rate, if you write soon enough and send me a copy, the message should  get to Pierre Ringuet.

Have a good trip.

B - By car.

Centre Vimont is located at 5555 avenue Decelles (between boul. Édouard_Montpetit and Chemin de la Côte Sainte_Catherine). 
Coming from Toronto, you are on (Québec) Highway 40 East - take 15 South (boulevard Décarie) - shortly after, take the “Queen Mary” exit.

Not far from the Université de Montréal and Oratoire Saint-Joseph   www.saint-joseph.org    

A good hint would be to follow the sign road of the Oratory (3800 Queen Mary Road).
After 3 sets of lights (quite close to each other) after the Oratory, take a left turn (if you go straight, you enter the Université de Montréal compound) - you are on avenue Decelles - after the 3rd light (you cross Edouard-Montpetit), before going down the hill, a right hand turn, you are in front of a pad - 6 places - among them, Centre Vimont - 5555 avenue Decelles.

